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Hey! It's me, Lindsey. How are all my valentines out there? 💖💖💖 I have some presents for you!

First, some yummy candy. Wrap your lips around Alexis and Teddi’s marshmallow nips, dip your tongue into Kimber’s chocolate hole, and lick Dillion’s bon-bon until you come to the creamy center.

Next, flowers, so fresh they’re wet. Spread Suzi’s petals and take a sniff. Dive into Brynn’s blossom and slurp up the sticky dew.

Finally, I give you Monica, Yui, and Jewel—three perfect little heart-shaped boxes, each lined with fur and holding a precious pink pearl, just for you.

Now, my sweethearts, what do you have for me? I hope it’s as hard as a diamond and filled with liquid gold. :)
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SUZI

my little poony
Hey, it's Lindsey. High school senior Suzi taught me a lot about horses—and love!

Suzi, you look so natural on horseback.

I hope so! I've been riding since I was eight years old and competing since I was 13.

It's such a beautiful horse.

He's a he, not an it! His name is Zeus.

Sorry! What is it like to own a horse? Is it like having just a really big pet?

No, it's way more than that. Me and Zeus have a special connection. No matter what kind of horrible day I've had at school, I always feel better as soon as I see him.

Why are you having horrible days at school?

Mostly because I'm in school, all cooped up. I'd rather be with Zeus. I feel most like myself when I'm riding him.

Do horses mind being ridden?

I don't think so. But anyway, I try to make Zeus feel good, too. My favorite thing in the world is to groom him and pick his feet and braid his tail. He always looks so happy when I'm brushing him!

Do you have any interests besides Zeus?

Well... (Blushes) I like boys.

Now that's my area! Have you had sex?

Yes, I've been having sex with a boy I met at the barn.

Do you like it?

I'm starting to. The first few times, he couldn't fit his penis in all the way. But I want to keep trying.

Is he your boyfriend?

No, we're just having sex. I can't bring him home or anything.

Why will your parents object?

No, but Zeus will! The last time I brought a friend with me to the barn, he was pawing the ground like crazy and showing his teeth.

It sounds like Zeus is jealous. LOL!

He is, but he doesn't have to worry. I like boys, but no one will ever know me the way Zeus does!
AGE: 18
HEIGHT: 5-4
WEIGHT: 116 POUNDS
MEASUREMENTS: 32B-26-35
HOMETOWN: METAMORA, MICH.
Dear Aubrey,
When I saw your picture in the beginning of BARELY LEGAL October 2013, telling me you were giving away your panties, I was mesmerized! You are beautiful! Anticipation got the best of me. I had to see your pictures right away!

Your first picture is perfect—you look so cute! I love the way your (hopefully mine soon) panties look peeking out from under your sweater. Then I turn the page. OMG! I see your panties covering your (I’m sure) beautiful pussy. The look on your face has me hypnotized! You are so sexy! I love your camel toe!

Next picture: I agree, your ass is very nice and your eyes are amazing, along with your smile. Your tits, to me, are also very sweet! My cock just popped out of my boxers! My tongue, swirling around your nipples, would make them even harder!

The picture where you spread your wet pussy lips apart put me over the edge. A load of cum shot out all over a picture of you wearing your panties! I need to buy a duplicate magazine. I need all the pictures of you I can get!

When your panties are mine, I will always have your pictures with them. I’m going to make sure I get my nose in the right spot and inhale your sweet smell and fondle your panties while jerking off on your pictures. I can just imagine! My cock is so hard right now! Did I mention, Aubrey, you are beautiful?

Aubrey, thank you very much for your gift! Don’t worry—they (your sweet panties, now MINE!) will be treasured!

D.L.O.
Wisconsin

Dear lovely Lacy,
While I was walking through the Boston airport a few weeks ago, I bought the October BARELY LEGAL magazine, saw the contest, and then noticed your pictures, and I could not wait to enter! My cock was so hard, and it is now telling the whole story.

My three favorite pictures of your spread are: 1. bent over grabbing your ankles. 2. squatting down with your legs spread wide open, and 3. lying down with your legs stretched straight up in the air. I would lick your tight, beautiful pussy and work my tongue all the way up your gorgeous leg and put your beautiful foot in my mouth, sucking your foot and toes while stroking my cock so you can see it and fingering your lovely pussy at the same time. I squirt a lot if I am very excited, and I am sure just having your panties near me will make me shoot a giant, strong load over and over again!

I travel a lot for business and would love your little red panties to keep me company. Since you can’t be with me in person, these will make for perfect company on my pillow when they are not on my head with the crotch area over my nose, smelling both your sweet holes. Hopefully you can put them on one more time and break them in good, please,
Dear Lindsey,

Hey there, you cute little minx. So, did you ever get the chance to climb JC Simpson like a tree (Dear BARELY LEGAL, September 2013)? As for the gal Caron (BARELY LEGAL Classic): Hell, I’d most DEFINITELY lick her magnificent bush to the point of being defiant, like not wanting to come up from there for days. Yes, her boyfriend at the time, Todd, was a knucklehead! Hell, if I was ever her boyfriend, I’d have camped out there between her legs like a canopy!

Lindsey, beware—don’t set the bar too high in finding such beauties. Okay? ’Cause ya know you’ll have to hit the mark each and every month after! But I’ll say this—you truly outdid yourself this month. Great job!

K.S.
Texas

K.S., I panic every single month over finding girls who are cute enough for BL. But then somehow I do, and you guys send nice letters, and I can relax for a quick minute. Don’t know what I’d do without you all! Thank you!

Oh—I did not climb JC like a tree. I’m a professional. :)

—Lindsey

Dear BARELY LEGAL,

All BL babes are beautiful and every BL reader has their personal faves. I decided to drop a line in order to convey to you my faves for the past few issues. I loved the stunning Candice Luca, irresistible adorable Chloe, and the sexy Zoey Monroe from the September 2013 issue. In the October 2013 issue my faves were Megan Salinas, Alaina Fox, Lacy, and the lady with the never-ending yams, JC Simpson (thanks for the mention in her interview). Megan Salinas is one of the most beautiful ladies that I have ever ogled in the pages of BL or in my lifetime. She is my perfect dream girl! In closing I would like to make a proclamation:

I love the ladies that are short
I love the ladies that are tall
I love the ladies that are thick
I love the ladies that are small
I love BARELY LEGAL because you showcase them so very beautifully one and all!

M.A.
Kentucky

Thank you, M.A. If I could do calligraphy, I would write your proclamation on a scroll and hang it on my office wall. It’s inspiring!

—Lindsey

Dear Lindsey,

Your photo in the October 2013 issue is worth the cover price on its own. For the first time ever I came before turning to page 2. The fact that the subsequent pages featured some of the finest pussy ever to grace your publication was icing on the cake. I would have been happy to jerk it to you and you alone all month. Those gorgeous long legs. Those adorable feet and toes. Those juicy pussy lips. That perfect round ass. And last but not least, the culprit of my premature load: the cutest, most inviting and delicious-looking butt-hole I’ve ever seen. May every tongue that enters it appreciate and savor it as much as mine would. Lindsey, I speak for the multitude of ass and leg lovers when I say, thank you so very much, you beautiful, amazing, naughty, slutty little rock star!

Love,
Rick
New York

Wheel! Thank you, Rick! You’re making me blush right down to my coochie. More, more! —Lindsey
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Hello! It's Stacy the intern. Perhaps you're wondering how we got a superhot porn starlet like Dillion to be in BL—especially since she's already been in Hustler (November 2013). Well, we asked her to pose for us looking the way she looks every day—and she said yes!

Dillion, I love how you looked in Hustler, all sultry and glamorous—but you are insanely adorable in jeans and no makeup. Spank you!

Did you like getting naked outside?
Yes, I love feeling the wind in between my kitty cat.

What do you think is your best physical feature?
My boobs—they're all natural. I like to play with them!

What's something not many people know about you?
Before I got into porn, I was going to be a dental hygienist.

I think you just gave me some new masturbation material! Speaking of...how often do you masturbate?
On a daily basis.

What's your favorite fantasy?
Underwater sex.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SAGECHICKS.COM
What turns you on?
Clit tickling and biting and pinching my nipples.
What kind of guys do you like?
Funny, nice, and respectful.
Do you like oral sex?
Love. It's a goal to me to make the guy come so I can swallow.
You never spit?
Well, I do like my BJ to be sloppy and messy, but I love to swallow my accomplishments.
Do you like anal sex?
I like someone rimming me, but I don't like anything going in. I had a bad first experience.
Where do you like a guy to come?
On my titties and in my mouth.
What's the best sex you've ever had?
It's all good!
Sounds like you were born to be a porn star.
It definitely feels natural, having sex on camera. 😊 I'm not going to do it forever, though.
Are you planning on going back to dental hygiene school?
LOL! No, what I really want to do is break into mainstream movies. I hope you all won't mind seeing me in clothes! 🌟
See Dillon in Slumber Party Orgy and This Ain’t Star Trek XXX 3.
To order, call 323-651-5400, ext. 7675, or visit HustlerStore.com.
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Greetings! Abby the intern here. You know those annoying ladies who spray you with cologne as soon as you walk into a department store? Well, Monica can spray me anytime!

Hey, Monica! So, you’re not a professional model.
No, I work full-time at a perfume counter. My dream job!
Really?
Yes! Ever since I was a little girl. My mom would take me shopping, and she would sample different perfumes and let me smell her wrist, and it always smelled so wonderful!
You do smell nice—but I don’t think I could wait on people all day long.
I like helping people. It’s really a great job. I get discounts on perfume, makeup, clothes—all the things I love. I’m a very girly girl.
I can tell from your lingerie.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CLASSY CONTENT

Isn’t it pretty? I feel so glamorous and sexy!
Did you feel sexy taking it off?
Yes! At first I felt shy, but then I just started goofing around and having fun. I’d love to do it again.
Well, we might just ask you back—especially if you still have that awesome bush.
I’m sure I will. I think it’s beautiful. Shaving it all off doesn’t seem natural to me.
Do you like hairy men?
I love big, hairy, manly men. But I like for them to smell nice. I have my favorite cologne for men. If I smell a guy wearing it, I melt.
You must have a very sensitive nose.
I’m sensitive all over. Touch me anywhere, and my pussy gushes.
We’ll have to hear more about that the next time we see you.
I hope it’s soon!
AGE: 19
HEIGHT: 5-6
WEIGHT: 128 POUNDS
MEASUREMENTS: 36A-27-36
HOMETOWN: BETHLEHEM, PA.
Hey, I'm back! Did you miss me? :) Since the last time you guys saw me (September 2012), my career has really taken off. I mean, it's just crazy. I'm making tons of movies. I have thousands of followers on Twitter. I've even been in Hustler (April 2013)!

Don't worry, I'm not getting stuck-up. LOL! I'm still just goofy of me. Read my journal and see for yourself!

October 20
Ahhh... I love Sundays! No working no matter WHAT. It's the day of rest. Sometimes I even go to church! Well, to be honest, maybe once every couple of months. But that's okay. I live my life with meaning every day. Today's meaning: Be lazy, play with my cat. Sparkles, watch the American Horror Story I DVR'd last week, and order in some Chinese food. Yay me!

Okay, I'm not a sicko who gets off on scary stuff in a sexual way. AHS scares the poop out of me! But OMG. Evan Peters? I had to masturbate. I couldn't help myself! Evan is so brooding and soulful. Like Kurt Cobain. (Nirvana—old school. Check it out!)

I stretched out on the couch, spread my legs, and tickled my clit. My nips were swollen and tingly. I pulled off my T-shirt and squeezed my titties. Is it conceited that my boobs turn me on? 'Cause they do. I love to rub them. And I love to lick my nips with my very own tongue. It makes my pussy drippy.

I slid my middle finger between my pussy lips and jiggled back and forth, fast. I was being my own personal vibrator—LOL! I rubbed up and down. I was so wet. I grabbed a tit and bucked my hips.

Not to brag, but when I play with myself, I come fast. Almost too fast. Three minutes and BLAM. I totally spazzed out and squirted all over myself.

What a beautiful day of rest!
a BARELY LEGAL diary
by alexis adams

PHOTOGRAPHY BY STEVEN ANDRES
AGE: 20
HEIGHT: 5-7
WEIGHT: 130 POUNDS
MEASUREMENTS: 34C-26-38
HOMETOWN: SANTA CRUZ, CALIF.
October 21
Monday! But an awesome one for me.

I've been seeing this guy. His name is James, and he looks like Matthew McConaughey. Sometimes it can be weird to try and date someone when you're in my profession. People get kind of, like, awkward about it. But James and I have been getting along great. I think he understands me. Obviously I love my job, but I'm a girl with a heart like anyone else, and I think he gets that.

James is a personal trainer. That's how we met. He showed me how to keep my abs tight and my pussy tighter. ;)

Today's agenda. Mani/pedi and shoe shopping. Then I'm meeting James at California Pizza Kitchen for din. I'm sure he'll make me get a salad, but I want a sloppy pizza. He's such a health Nazi. LOL!

... ... ... ...
Well, that was nice. James and I shared a big salad, but I wasn't full until I got a good mouth- and bellyful of dick.

We went for a stroll after dinner (always wanting exercise, that guy). I was like, Come on, man—can't we just be lazy for a minute? There are better ways to burn calories. ;)

James walked me to his car. He drives an Escalade, so it's nice and roomy.

"Let's get in the backseat," I said. "I'll show you how I like to keep fit."

We crawled in. James stretched across the seat. I unzipped his pants. Mmm. He has such a nice cock. I stroked and squeezed it. He moaned. He was already dribbling pre-cum. I love that.

"Yummm," I said, slurping the slippery mini-jizz.

"Fuck," James groaned, clutching the base of his cock. "Suck it. And show me your tits."

I pulled off my shirt, and my girls said, SPROING! James grabbed them, one in each hand, shaking them and squeezing them together. I love having my boobies played with.

"I wanna come on 'em," James gasped, flipping me onto my back and hovering over me, shaking his dick.

"Do it," I said, tugging my nips.

James jerked his cock hard, squeezing my tits with his spare hand. He threw his head back.

"Yeeaaahh!"

Hot jizz splattered my tits. OMG. I love that feeling.

James drove me home. We were so relaxed. What a fun night. Maybe he'll be my boyfriend. I mean, when I'm ready.

October 22
Photo shoot today! It was such a blast. Solo, and did it ever turn me on.

Is that, like, self-absorbed? It makes me hot to have the camera on me. In the shoot today, I did one of my favorite things: bent over with my ass in the air. It makes me wet to do that. Hearing the photographer go click click click, my booty high and my pussy wet—I could have come right there!

Had to rub another one out as soon as I got home. I know, I'm perverted! :P

October 23
More work today! I shot a scene with one of my best guy friends, Marco. It was so hot and so much fun! I rode him hard. Reverse cowgirl. He fucked me sooo hard. Marco has an amazing dick and I just, like, appreciate it. Maybe it seems weird to people who don't do movies, but having sex with a good friend, and coming, and having his jizz splatter all over my ass—it's just a very special feeling. We went out for tacos after work and laughed.

My job is the best.
October 24
Great date with James this evening. He bought me a full-on steak dinner—baked potato, Caesar salad. The whole nine. He must really like me. :)

I do have special feelings about him. Like, special enough that I think I might like to share something really intimate. By that I mean—I've never done it in the butt. Maybe he's the one?

After din, we went back to his place. James was really romantic: John Legend on the stereo, candles burning, red wine. Romance is so adorable! But to tell the truth, all I had on my mind was dick.

"Let's go to bed," I said.

James didn't argue. He took my hand and led me to the bedroom. We flopped onto the mattress. I kicked off my heels, wiggled out of my dress. I rolled onto my belly and stuck my ass in the air.

"Lick it."

Not to be bossy. That is just so what I wanted!

James grabbed my butt cheeks and spread me open. He flicked his tongue against my clit and kissed my pussy lips, sucking them into his mouth. I dug my fingers into the pillow and moaned. Cunnilingus is the best!

"Tastes so good," he mumbled. "Like fruit. Like ripe papaya with salt on it."

So descriptive! I giggled my heinie.

"Stick your dick in my pussy," Bosy again! "Please."

James gripped my waist with one hand and slapped his cock against my butt with the other. I sighed.

"Yeah. Put it in."

He pushed into me. His boner was slippery, hot, and big. I rocked against him. I wanted him as deep as he could get. He thrusted.

"Oh, fuck," I moaned, biting my lip. "Keep doing that!"

James fucked me hard. He spanked my ass. My tits bounced. Sweat dripped down my forehead, my chin, between my boobs.

"I'm gonna come," he panted. "All over your ass!"

"Do it!" I yelled, throwing my head back.

He yanked his dick out of my coochie and splattered hot jizz in my butt crack. It drizzled through my pussy and down my thighs. He collapsed beside me.

"You hot thing," he gasped, running his hands over my butt cheeks. "Your ass makes me crazy."

I giggled. "Maybe next time we'll find out how crazy it makes you for serious."

Yes, I am butt-curious.

October 25
Friday night and I am doing absolutely nothing! Which is cool. I need a good rest after my night with James. Sparklies and I are gonna watch a scary movie and eat Crunch 'n Munch. Ahh—this is the life!

October 26
James woke me up this morning calling and asking if he could please come over tonight. He said he missed me and that he'd bring In-N-Out. A man after my own heart. :) Of course I said yes.

Meanwhile, I'll take a super-hot bubble bath and shave my legs. Gotta smell sweet and be smooth!

O. M. G.
I did it.

James came over with burgers, as promised. We nommed down and watched a couple of reruns of Girls. Have you seen that show? Bo-ring. Made me want to do something much more entertaining.

"This show is lame," I said. "Wanna look at my tits instead?"

James was like, Duh. I pulled off my top and squeezed my boobs together. His eyes got all big and glassy. It's like my knockers hypnotize him.

"Let's get on the floor," I said, pulling him by the hand. "I want room to make out."

We tumbled onto the carpet. I straddled him and kissed his mouth. Our tongues wiggled against each other. It made me wet. I love kissing the most, especially when a guy is good at it.

"I've been thinking," I said, grinding my crotch against his.

"I've never done it in the butt."

James laughed. "Yeah?"

I frowned. "Why is that funny?"

"It's not!" he grinned. "It's just cute."

"Well..." I lifted his shirt and dragged my boobs up and down his chest. "Maybe I want to try."

James rolled me onto my belly and stroked my back.

"Relax and I'll show you," he said.

He pressed his lips against my shoulder, stuck out his tongue, and licked me slowly from the crook of my neck to the small of my back. He slithered his tongue in my butt crack. I loved it, but got worried for a second.

"It's not dirty?" I said.

"No," he mumbled. "It's perfect."

He massaged my booty and rubbed my butt hole with his thumb. I could feel myself relax.

"Put it in me," I said.

James grabbed my knees and bent them till my butt was up high. He spanked me a little—I love that! He spread my ass cheeks wide.

"You ready?" he said, lobbing a glob of spit straight onto my toe.

"Yeah."

His cock bumped against my butt hole. I felt the tip go in, just a sweet little pop. He cupped my tits. We moved together, his dick inching slowly into my ass. Push by push he went deeper, and every bit felt more fantastic.

"Fuck," I gasped, digging my fingers into the carpet. "Keep doing that."

James slid in and out of my ass. I had never felt anything like it. My head was spinning. All I wanted right then was for him to come in my butt.

"I wanna feel your jizz," I moaned.

He squeezed my thighs and pulled my hair. "Aahh!"

Yesss! A giant load filled me. There was something so amazing, so awesome about his dick being in my butt. I don't think I like it more than a dick in my pussy, but dammit.

October 27
Sunday again! Slept verry late—1 p.m! Best night ever, and it knocked me out.

James must have put some voodoo on me with that butt sex. I can't stop thinking about him. Still, there is work to be done. I have a solo shoot tomorrow morning, and I will not disappoint my fans. But I wonder if I officially have a boyfriend now? Or not. Maybe just a really good friend who is teaching me the joys of taking it up the ass. Nothing wrong with that! ;D *
Hey, it's Lindsey. Brand-new porn girl Teddi Rae is going to be a huge star—I can feel it in my cooch!

About me: I just started modeling and acting professionally, and I'm having the best time. I love sex. I can't believe I get to do it as my job!

Best physical feature: My eyes.
Favorite hobby: Playing beach volleyball.
Naughtiest habit: “Accidentally” slipping a little nip in public. I do it all the time. Haven't been arrested yet! LOL!
Favorite way to masturbate: Loud!
Biggest turn-on: Kissing. A good kisser could get me to do almost anything.
Favorite sexual activity: 69. It combines two of my favorite things. :)
Best sex talent: Talking dirty. I have a very filthy mind.
Spit or swallow: Swallow, of course. I love sucking real hard and making guys come in my mouth.
Favorite position: Missionary. Sounds boring but feels amazing.
Best way to come: Give my pussy kisses.
Favorite place for a guy to come: On my boobies.
To bi or not to bi: Bi. Girls are beautiful and delicious.
Anal, yay or nay: I haven't done it, but I don't mind a thumb in my butt while we're doing other stuff. :)
Wildest thing I've ever done: A threesome with a guy and a girl. I like being at the sexual mercy of two people!

PHOTOGRAPHY BY HOLLY RANDALL
AGE: 18
HEIGHT: 5-2
WEIGHT: 112 POUNDS
MEASUREMENTS: 32B-23-34
HOMETOWN: TAMPA, FLA.
Best way for a guy to get with me: By being himself.
Secret fantasy: A threesome with two guys.
Ultimate goal: To be famous!
Are you ready for Teddi?
Kiss me!
Love, Teddi
TO THEEROTICREVIEW.com.

THE WORLD'S FINEST SITE FOR ADULT ENTERTAINER REVIEWS

our excellence rests in the details
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Hey there! It's Stacy the intern. High school senior Brynn is part Mexican, part German, part Irish, and all sexy!

Hey, Brynn! Did you like posing nude? I LOVE being naked! LOL. I'd rather be naked all day than wear clothes. What do you think is your best physical feature?

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVE NAZ
My boobs. I think they are small and perky, and lots of people love them.
What turns you on the most?
Someone kissing my neck and inside my thighs.
Do you like giving BJs?
Love it. It's like pre-sex. It gets me all worked up. :)
Are you a spitter or a swallower?
I've always just swallowed.
What's the best way for someone to make you come?
Giving it to me hard then soft then hard again.
Where do you like a guy to come?
Anywhere on my body or inside me.
Have you ever had sex in public?
Yes, in a park bathroom. And I do it in cars all the time.
Have you ever fucked a stranger?
Yes, my guy friend's brother. We were talking about sex and it got me horny—so we had hot, kinky sex all afternoon.
What is the wildest thing you've ever done?
Stripped at a party.
What's the best way for a guy to get with you?
Make me laugh.
What would be your dream date?
Going out to eat at a nice steakhouse, then going home and having the best kinky role-playing sex ever.
What's your favorite fantasy?
Having sex in a beach house against the windows so everyone can see.
You little exhibitionist!
I am! I hope the readers like what they see. I can't wait to find out who wins my panties! *
To enter the contest, all you have to do is send us a letter saying why you want Brynn's panties and what you plan to do with them. All entry letters will be read and evaluated by the BARELY LEGAL staff. Whoever writes the best letter, according to the staff, will win Brynn's autographed undies! The winning letter will also be published in the June 2014 issue of BARELY LEGAL.

Your letter must be postmarked by January 14, 2014. Please remember to include your full name, address, and phone number, and be sure to read the contest rules carefully!

RULES: No purchase necessary. Must be 18 or older to enter. Email your entry letter to barelylegal@fpm.com; or mail your letter to Panty Giveaway Contest, c/o BARELY LEGAL, 8484 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 900, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. The best letter, as determined by the BARELY LEGAL staff, will win. A purchase would not affect your chances of winning. This contest is void where prohibited by law. Your letter must be postmarked by January 14, 2014. Please remember to include your full name, address, and phone number, and to indicate next to your signature whether you wish us to publish your full name or your initials only. Be sure to read the contest rules carefully! All entries become the property of LFP Publishing Group, LLC and BARELY LEGAL Magazine and will not be returned to contestants. Odds of winning will be determined based on the actual number of eligible entries received prior to deadline. The sponsor will contact the winner by email or mail, and will mail the winner his or her prize at no cost to the winner. Sponsor will not be responsible or liable for failure to contact the winner. The contest is open to anyone over 18 years of age, other than employees of LFP Publishing Group, LLC, its affiliates and advertising agencies, as well as their immediate family members and persons living in their household.
Konnichiwa, everybody! It's Abby the Intern. I wasn't around the first time Yui was here (October 2010). I'm so excited to meet her and learn about Japan!

Hi, Yui! Are you back in America for good?
No. I came here for a vacation and shopping. I called Lindsey just to say hello, and here I am!

The first time you posed for BL, you were here as an exchange student. Did you get in trouble back home?
No, it was fine. But people in the American high school were shocked. And my host family went so crazy. “Oh, we have a perverted girl living with us!”

Probably because people here think the Japanese are very reserved and polite.

We are reserved and polite, but we are very open sexually. We believe the happiness of the body is important.

I agree! So... how happy is your body?
My body is very happy right now! I hope men are touching themselves.

Do you model a lot back home?
No. I work in a maid cafe.

What’s that?
It’s a restaurant where people come to be waited on and pampered. We curtsy and stir their coffee and feed them with a spoon. Sometimes we clean their ears.

That doesn’t sound fun.
It is fun! I get to dress up in a very cute maid outfit and play. It’s a fantasy world.

What do you love about that world?
In my life, I behave a certain way. I would never get on my knees and feed someone. But at the cafe, I can be a different person. I feel free.

You do make it sound fun.
Come visit me in Japan! I like to pamper girls, too. :)

PHOTOGRAPHY BY RYOKO VERSION
AGE: 21
HEIGHT: 5-5
WEIGHT: 128 POUNDS
MEASUREMENTS: 38C-26-36
HOMETOWN: OSAKA, JAPAN
Get 8 ISSUES FREE!

Get 13 issues, one year plus the Anniversary issue, for only $44.95. It's like getting 8 issues FREE! Plus, get 2 FREE Gifts!

Please send me 13 issues, one year plus the Anniversary issue, for only $44.95. Plus, 2 FREE Gifts after receipt of my paid order.

For Credit Card Orders Call (800) 345-7413

BarelyLegalSub.com

*FREE DVD OFFER valid with paid BARELY LEGAL subscription order while supplies last; FREE DVD OFFER PROHIBITED IN THESE U.S. STATES, CITIES & ZIP CODES: AL, AR, MS, UT, Indianapolis, IN, South Bend, IN, Memphis, TN; Cincinnati, OH; Jacksonville, FL; Tallahassee, FL; FL zip codes beginning with 329-336 and 344. These subscribers will receive the "Special BARELY LEGAL" issue with their paid order. BARELY LEGAL Subscriptions & FREE DVD OFFER PROHIBITED at correctional facilities in these states: AZ, PA, VA, NY, CO, MO, NJ, MI, MD.
If you’re ever in a hurry sexwise, 18-year-old Camila is the partner for you. “I don’t like a lot of foreplay,” she confesses. “I’m a straightforward type of girl. I like to get right to business.” The Cleveland, Ohio, cutie is also straightforward about her reason for posing for us: “I am proud of my body and want to show it.” That’s the BARELY LEGAL spirit! Camila is straight (booi) but open-minded (open it a little more, just for us!), and her preferred sex position is doggy-style. The 5-7 sweetie says her best feature is being a “good cuddler,” but she also has a total kinky side: Her favorite book is 50 Shades of Grey! Camila is currently in cosmetology school learning how to make girls as pretty as she is (impossible!), and in her free time she enjoys “playing sand volleyball, tanning, sex,” and indulging in her absolute favorite activity: “I am a shopaholic.” We are Camilaholics—just give us one little sip! —photos by friend
model release * submission form

EARN UP TO $2,500 CASH!

To submit to BARELY LEGAL Slumber Party, you must be 18 years of age or older at the time the photographs, transparencies or digital images were taken, and you must fill out and send a signed original of this entire model release/form, a legal signature, a color copy of a valid government-issued driver's license, passport or state ID card (with photo, date of birth and signature) and a color photo of you holding this completed model release/form and the government-issued identification document. All submissions must include sharply focused color prints, transparencies or digital images. All photos become the irrevocable property of LFP Publishing Group, LLC, which buys all rights in perpetuity to photos we purchase. Get $250 if we publish your photo, and the chance to pose for a layout worth up to $2,500. Send photos, identification and this release to BARELY LEGAL Slumber Party, 8464 Whittier Blvd., Suite 901, Beverly Hills, CA 90211. No purchase necessary.

I hereby declare that I am the individual depicted in the photographs, transparencies or digital images submitted with this model release and that I was at least eighteen (18) years of age at the time I posed for the photographs, transparencies or digital images submitted herewith. I authorize LFP Publishing Group, LLC to disclose this information as required by law.

Date (month/day/year)

Model's name

Date images were produced (month/day/year)

Body of birth

Phone (include area code)

Model's Social Security number

Personal e-mail address

Address

City

State

Zip

Reasons I am most likely to succeed in life

Career ambition

Hobbies

Sexual fantasies (include separate sheet if necessary)

WARNING: Anyone falsifying this release form other than the model or photographer described herein may be subject to monetary damages and/or prosecution. The undersigned hereby declare under penalty of perjury that all of the information set forth is true and correct.

I hereby declare that I am the individual depicted in the photographs, transparencies or digital images submitted with this model release and that I was at least eighteen (18) years of age at the time I posed for the photographs, transparencies or digital images submitted herewith. I authorize LFP Publishing Group, LLC to disclose this information as required by law.

Date (month/day/year)

Model's legal signature (each individual pictured must provide release)

In consideration of $250 for photographs, I grant to LFP Publishing Group, LLC all rights of every kind whatsoever, whether now known or unknown, exclusively and perpetually in any submitted photographs of myself (the "images"). Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, and in addition thereto, I further grant to LFP Publishing Group, LLC and its affiliates and assigns, the following perpetual and exclusive rights: (1) to copyright, copy or reproduce, by any present or future means, all in any part of the images; (2) to exhibit, sell, assign and transmit, and license others to do so, whether by means of still photographs, magazines, newspapers, radio, television, traditional motion pictures, videotapes, videocassettes, video tapes, compact, CD-ROM, Internet transmission or any other means now known or unknown in any of all of the images; (3) to use the images in connection with advertising as well as for commercial exploitation, including, without limitation, in magazines, newspapers, books, one-shots, flyers, calendars and covers or wrappers of recordings, discs, CD-ROMs, tapes and/or cassettes, and in connection with the sale of any by-products or merchandise; (4) to use the images, in any part thereof, as a portion of a motion picture or other work (and for the advertising thereof) in connection with the sale of any by-products or merchandise relating thereto, and its reproduction and distribution the same by and in any and all media, and (5) to edit, add to, subtract from, arrange, rearrange, distend and revolve the Images in any manner as LFP Publishing Group, LLC may, in its sole and complete discretion determine, from time to time. I certify that I was 18 years of age or older at the time my photographs were shot, and that I am of full age and am possessed of full legal capacity to execute the foregoing authorization. I authorize LFP Publishing Group, LLC to disclose this information as required by law.

AMATEUR MODEL'S PHOTOGRAPHER:

(PRINT NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OR E-MAIL ADDRESS LEGIBLY IN BLOCK LETTERS)

I declare that I am the sole photographer of the images submitted herewith; I own all intellectual property rights, including the copyrights, in the images; I submit the images for consideration for publication in BARELY LEGAL Magazine, or its affiliates, licensees or assigns, then I hereby grant worldwide reproduction, exhibition and display rights in all media and in perpetuity in all images so submitted, published or posted, including the right to alter or edit said images, to LFP Publishing Group, LLC and its affiliates, licensees and assigns.

Photographer's legal signature

Date (month/day/year)

Note: Money sent to model only.
Hey, it's Lindsey. New porn starlet Kimber's nickname is Goldilocks—and she's just right in every way!

Hey, Kimber! Did you like getting naked outside? Loved it. I felt like a wood nymph!
What made you go into porn? For me it's all about sex, lust, and fulfilling my fantasies. The money is secondary.
Are you straight or bi-sexual? I'm a sapiosexual.
What the heck is that? It means that, like a zombie, I am turned on by brains.
What do you think is your best physical feature? Either my bubble butt or my naturally curly hair.
How do you maintain that incredible butt? I do yoga every day. It keeps my body and mind flexible.
What else do you do for fun? I am addicted to music, masturbation, and ass.
Ooh! I'll get to ass in a minute. First, what's your favorite music?
I love drums! I'm taking djemba lessons, and someday I want to get a full drumkit.
You must look superhot playing a drum. I make love to it. It's all about rhythm.
Now masturbation: how often? Constantly! I can give myself multiple orgasms using just my hands.
And now my favorite: ass.
My favorite, too! I love to eat ass more than anything. YUM.
Do you like when someone eats your ass? Of course! I just started doing anal, too. God, I love it.
What do you love most about it? It's super exciting and aggressive. I want to have shaky legs and bite marks after sex.
What's your favorite non-ass-related sexual activity? I love sucking big cocks and eating pink, clean pussies.
Do you swallow? Always! Cum is almost as yummy as ass. I could use an ass snack right now!
You are one dirty girl. I'm dirty, nasty, freaky—it's just sex. Sex is part of nature. I go along with nature!

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DIGITALDESIRE.COM
AGE: 19
HEIGHT: 5-6
WEIGHT: 118 POUNDS
MEASUREMENTS: 34C-28-37
HOMETOWN: PHOENIX
EVERY GIRL LOVES A FACIAL

HUSTLER Video. Starring: Karina White, Brandy Aniston, Daisy Cruz, Tristyn Kennedy, Katie Summers, Alex Gonz, Jon Jon, Evan Stone, Mark Zane, and Marco Banderas.

Who doesn't want a spa day, right? Especially when the skin treatment is 100% pure jizz. Adorable brunette Brandy Aniston knows exactly what she needs for her complexion, and makes sure that Alex Gonz delivers. She says she loves big cock. Careful what you wish for, girl! Brandy totally gags on Gonz's giant bone when he shoves it down her throat, but she loves it—especially when he blows it all up in her mouth. Yum! Hot little Latina Daisy Cruz finds the perfect cocoa butter her skin desires when she milks Jon Jon's big black cock. Hot cum makes her feel pretty! Tristyn Kennedy is primping for a runway show with help from makeup artist Evan Stone. When she tries to call Evan out of the closet, she gets shut down fast—with a big cock in her mouth! Evan truly understands the value of lip gloss, preferably the kind that shoots straight from his dick. Too heavy on the shine? No problem. Just shove a pair of hot-pink panties in her mouth to tone that glisten down. Legal delinquent Katie Summers gets shipped off to a horse ranch to do hard labor. Shoveling dung is not her forte, but super hot ranch hand Mark Zane allows Katie to showcase her real talents: fucking, sucking cock, and taking a country load in her face. Even cowgirls love the splooge! Karina White is a gorgeous young runaway taken in by her neighbor, spicy Marco Banderas. He's resistant at first, but one look at her absolutely perfect tits convinces him to take her under his wing. Or his thing—LOL! Running away must have made Karina hungry, 'cause she sucks Marco's cock like her life depends on it. When he shoots his wad in her face, she busts out with the ultimate cheese-eating grin. Satisfied yet, Karina? I'm not! I might have to watch this one all over again. Man-milk does a body good.:)
Hey, those aren't Karina's face!

Katie straps on the old feedbag.

Does someone need a bib?
I wish I could give my pussy to every guy on the planet. I wish every Joe on earth could plant his lips on my nipples and suck until my left leg starts to quiver and twitch like a puppy having his back scratched, which is what happens to me. I noticed recently, when I feel flesh tingles of ecstasy. This is also what I experience when a guy opens his mouth and tries to suck in my whole titty like a plate of dream Jell-O. My left leg starts to shake and my knees knock. If I'm not strumming my crotch harp by then, somebody had better start, because when my leg starts to shake I need it bad. But I'm diverging from my original point, which is about sharing.

"I wish I could share my tongue with every ball sack on the globe. I wish I could give my face to every dude who wants to paint a pretty picture with his jizz. My face feels pretty with sperm drenching it. My smile is sincere when it's bubbling with sticky beads of joyfully expelled love seed. In an ideal world, everyone could climb onto my behind and hump me in his own special way.

"I write poetry. It used to bug me that the other Jewel, the songstress and poet with the squiggly hick tooth bugging out of her mouth, became famous. I guess it was that song about missing her boyfriend and making smiley faces with her egg yolks that made her career. It didn't hurt that she wrote all that soft-core sex stuff in her CD notes, including the junk in her lame poem entitled *Me* about owning a fake ID. I was in high-school poetry class when Jewel hit the charts: other kids would laugh at me when I read my assignments aloud. "Gonna read us more of your shitty poems?" they'd taunt. Where's your guitar?"

"The other Jewel caused a real identity crisis for me. It wasn't solved until recently, when I lawfully (without a fake ID) entered the realm of sensual discovery.

"He was a guy with a mustache. He works at the gas station and lives in a van behind the garage. That's all I know about him."
"I was walking down the street when he first called to me, 'Hey, pretty lady, you lost? Or did you know you were looking for me?'

"He gave me a goofy smile. I laughed. We sat on some bricks behind the garage. He drank a beer. I sipped on a Coke. He asked me if I ever woke up giggling. I asked him why.

"With all that beautiful hair tickling your bare ass every morning, I figured you must wake up laughing.' He shot me a sly smile and wiped the beer foam from his 'stache.

"It's good the inside of his van had carpeted walls and ceiling. I hit every wall that night. No race car's ever been driven harder than I was. My gas-station charmer made me gobble his chubby until my eyes watered.

"My mound gushed so much my pubes were soaked and matted to my skin. I thumped to my knees. My grease-monkey lover hugged my ass globes and chewed my crack. I never knew my poop chute tasted so good.

"After tonguing my brown button, he wheezed and gasped in a weird frenzy. He reared up and stabbed at my pink. I crawled on my hands and knees. He steered me with my hair curled into a rope in one of his fists.

"He slugged away at my heinie for an eternity, then rolled me over and speared my velvet riddle from on top, pinning my arms over my head and sucking my face. He removed his meat from my girl pit and ground it into my tummy. Hot pearls sprayed up from my belly-button to my chin. My first union with a man left me with an urge to join hands with all humankind.

"That night, I grew up. I learned the difference between myself and the other Jewel. The difference is not that she is an international star, and I'm just an average girl. The true difference is that she sells her poems and lyrics like a whore. I give freely. Anyone can have my poetry. My poems are written in my skin. You can have them; take all the pieces of me you want."
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Meet our tantalizing Teen Queen of the Month, Kenze!
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BARELY LEGAL’s March issue is on sale January 14, 2014